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Abstract

What are the political consequences of economic globalization? Since the 1990s, scholars of
European party politics have noted the rise of extremist parties, especially right-wing populist
ones, and the decline of mainstream left and right parties. This paper focuses on the association
between globalization in terms of trade, capital and labor flows, technological change, and popular
support for extreme right parties. I examine these relations at the regional and individual level in
15 advanced industrial democracies in Western Europe from 1990-2018. Globalization, especially
in the form of trade, is associated with growing vote shares for extreme right parties. Technological
change in the form of automation increases support for extreme right parties. The financial crisis
enhanced support for populist right parties and strengthened the negative relationship between
trade shocks and declining support for mainstream left parties. And the use of social welfare
compensation seems unable to dampen these political trends.1
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1Replication materials and code can be found at (H. Milner 2021)



1 Introduction

What are the political consequences of economic globalization? Has globalization — that is, the

increasing flows of goods, services, people and capital across borders — affected democracies? A long

literature has noted that global capitalism and democracy may create stresses for each other (Marx

(2012), Polanyi (1957), Piketty (2014)). Capitalism is a dynamic system with large distributive

effects that can cause “creative destruction” (Schumpeter 1942). Its dynamism and its distributive

consequences can pose threats to democracy. Declines in people’s economic situations and rising

inequality can shake support for democracy. Progressive tax systems, social welfare policies, and

restrictions on international economic flows were used to help democracy accommodate capitalism,

as theories of “embedded liberalism” noted (Ruggie 1982). In this time of very open global markets,

concern exists that tax systems are no longer able to be progressive and that social welfare policies

are increasingly unable to meet demand. If these mechanisms no longer work, will globalization

erode support for democracy and promote political parties that challenge it?

Since the 1990s, scholars of European party politics have noted the rise of extremist parties,

especially right-wing ones (Betz 1994; Golder 2016; Kitschelt 1996; Kriesi 2010; Mayer 2013; Mudde

2007). Norris and Inglehart (2019) note that populist parties have entered into government coalitions

in 11 Western democracies, increased their average vote share in national and European elections

from 5% to 13%, and seen their average seat share rise from 4% to 13%. Furthermore, scholars

have noticed that traditional centrist parties of the left and right are losing support. Figure 3 shows

the changing vote shares of the four main party families over time. Among the 15 West European

countries2 in the sample, right populist parties scored on average 5% in the early 1970s, barely

rising to 5.5% in 1990, but then doubling to 10% in 2008, finally growing further to 17% after

2018. If extreme right parties promote more authoritarian politics, their rise may signal trouble for

democracy. Much debate exists over what is causing the rise of the far right parties and the decline

of centrists ones. What role does globalization play?

This paper focuses on the relationship between globalization in terms of trade, capital and labor

flows, and popular support for extreme right parties. I also examine how technological change is

affecting such support. The introduction of new technologies is part of globalization and has been

accelerated by it. I also ask whether social welfare programs can mitigate the effects of globalization,

as others have argued. I ask three main questions. Is globalization undermining traditional demo-

2Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
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cratic party systems? Is technological change associated with support for more extreme political

parties? Can social welfare spending temper the impact of technology and globalization? I examine

these questions at the regional level in 15 advanced industrial democracies in Western Europe over

the nearly thirty year period from 1990 to 2018, as well as at the individual level using the European

Social Surveys.

Unlike previous research, this paper looks at all the main elements of globalization and asks what

impact each one has. I examine trade, foreign investment, and migration, while most research looks

only at one of these three, usually trade. Furthermore, I combine this analysis with an exploration

of technological change and how it is affecting voting. I focus on different elements of technological

change: the introduction of automation via robots and the extent of routine task intensity of jobs.

Furthermore, I examine the interaction of trade with the global financial crisis beginning in 2008.

The paper examines these relations at two levels: the regional and the individual, allowing a closer

look at the microlevel foundations of these impacts. Previous research has tended to stop before the

financial crisis (Autor, Dorn, Hanson, & Majlesi 2020; Colantone & Stanig 2018a, 2018b) and has

not covered all of these aspects of globalization, nor has it included a focus on technological change.

I find that the traditional party systems in many European countries seem to be under pressure,

especially after the financial crisis. Center left parties are losing votes, and extreme right parties

are gaining votes. Trade is most associated with this; import shocks—from China and other low-

wage countries—are related to increasing extreme right party votes within regions, and after the

financial crisis began in 2008 these shocks also reduce center left party votes. Foreign investment

and surprisingly migration have had limited impact on party fortunes. Finally, technological change

in the form of automation is having an impact. Regions with more robots or those most susceptible

to automation are seeing increased votes for extreme right parties. Globalization, especially trade, is

associated with declines for mainstream left parties and growing vote shares for extreme right ones.

These effects accelerated with the financial crisis. Trade and technological change, which are related,

are most salient among globalization forces in (re)shaping political support for European parties.

2 Previous Research

2.1 Changes in Party Systems and Globalization

How might globalization be related to changes in party politics? Two strands of the research on party

politics in Western Europe note how globalization might be transforming them. Kriesi et al. (2006)

and Kriesi (2010, 2014) argue that support for the extreme right and populism arise in part from a
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new cleavage caused by globalization. The “new right-populist parties which, for more than 20 years

now have spearheaded the nationalist reaction to economic (neoliberal reform of the economy includ-

ing delocalisation, liberalisation of financial markets, and privatisation), cultural (immigration), and

political (European integration, internationalisation of politics) processes of denationalisation ... ar-

ticulate a new structural conflict that opposes globalisation ‘losers’ to globalisation ‘winners.”(Kriesi

2014, p. 369).

Kriesi et al. (2006, p. 922) further note that the “losers of the globalization process to seek to

protect themselves through protectionist measures and through an emphasis on the maintenance

of national boundaries and independence. Winners, by contrast, who benefit from the increased

competition, support the opening up of the national boundaries and the process of international

integration.” Parties have begun aligning across this new cleavage to compete for votes. In most

countries, parties of the extreme right have been able to formulate a highly attractive ideological

package for the ‘losers’ of economic transformations and cultural diversity (Decker 2004). Moreover,

these losers are powerful politically since they do not have exit options and thus must stay and fight.

Hooghe and Marks (2018) argue that a new transnational cleavage is transforming European

political systems. They document the emergence of a transnational cleavage and claim this is a

political reaction against European integration and immigration. They view this change as epochal,

arguing that it constitutes a decisive realignment of European party systems. This transnational

cleavage in Europe pits the extreme right against those parties supporting the EU and globalization,

which is seen as being supported by the EU. For instance, in France, the best predictor in 2012

for votes for the National Front was having negative feelings about the EU. Europeanization and

globalization of which it is a part thus generate forces that engender support for the extreme right.

This new globalization cleavage is reshaping European party systems and thus their politics.

Support for the left is draining as working class voters, especially older men, shift to the extreme

right. This growing influence of the extreme right has had effects on the entire system Wagner and

Meyer (2017).

2.2 Cultural Backlash and Globalization

Cultural factors may explain the rise of the extreme right, but these are also related to globalization.

Bornschier (2010, p. 3) claims the rise of populism and the radical right are due to a new cultural

cleavage between those with traditional values against those holding new multicultural ones. These

values of cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism are, however, related to the economic transforma-

tions identified by Kriesi (2010) as deriving from globalization. Winners and losers from globalization
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seem to overlap with those in the new cultural cleavage. Norris and Inglehart (2019) try to separate

out the two sets of causes, arguing for the primacy of the cultural. However, they point out that

authoritarian and populist values are most widespread among the “losers” from globalization and

that the societal changes responsible for the shift in values are related to fundamental economic

changes produced by globalization. Gidron and Hall (2017a, 2017b) argue that the combination of

economic change wrought by globalization and changes in society have generated growing support

for the populist extreme right. The social status of white, working class men has declined due in

part to globalization, which has eroded trust in politics and fostered social disintegration, raising

support for populism.

Other argue that economic forces have produced the cultural reaction. Carreras, Irepoglu Car-

reras, and Bowler (2019) find that cultural grievances mediate the effect of long-term economic

decline on support for Brexit. Ballard-Rosa, Malik, Rickard, and Scheve (2019) show that negative

economic shocks cause the adoption of authoritarian values through a frustration-aggression mech-

anism, which increases support for extreme right parties. Algan, Guriev, Papaioannou, and Passari

(2017) find that increases in regional unemployment lead to a drop in trust toward the national

parliaments. Guiso, Herrera, Morelli, and Sonno (2018) find strong negative association between

individual economic insecurity generated by unemployment, falling income, and higher exposure to

globalization and trust in political institutions, similar to Dustmann et al. (2017)’s findings.

For many scholars, the economic and cultural elements of the globalization cleavage are tightly

interlinked. This paper does not try to examine the linkage nor explore the cultural aspects of support

for the extreme right. These elements are important, and economic factors may work through the

individual psychological factors cited by others: globalization can generate rising insecurity and

status anxiety, declining trust, and increasing authoritarianism in individuals. Here the focus is

on the economic sources of backlash against traditional parties and the rise in support for extreme

right-wing ones.

2.3 Economic Sources of Support for the Extreme Right

What is the causal story linking globalization to the extreme right in Western European democracies?

Globalization has produced uneven effects. Some people have benefited economically, and the regions

where they are concentrated are vibrant and well-integrated into the global economy; other people

have lost jobs and had their wages shrink while the regions they are concentrated in suffer from

long-term decline (Martin & Sunley 2015; McCann 2016). The former group are the winners from

globalization, while the latter are the losers of globalization (Hobolt & Tilley 2016). These economic
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effects could have forceful political ramifications.

Economists have begun to research the political consequences of globalization, finding strong

effects for trade, especially imports from developing countries like China. The losers from trade face

significant adjustment costs in terms of job displacement and reduced earnings (Acemoglu, Autor,

Dorn, Hanson, & Price 2016; Autor et al. 2020; Autor, Dorn, & Hanson 2013; Dauth, Findeisen, &

Suedekum 2014), as well as health problems (Colantone, Crino, & Ogliari 2019; Hummels, Munch,

& Xiang 2016; Lang, McManus, & Schaur 2019; Pierce & Schott 2020). Rodrik (2011, p. 60) points

out that the amount of redistribution from trade is usually many times larger than the actual gains

from trade. Autor et al. (2013) and Autor et al. (2020) show that American districts most affected

by import surges from China removed moderate members of Congress and voted in more extreme

ones, especially on the right. Colantone and Stanig (2018b) show that increased trade, especially

Chinese imports, led voters to shift right, to increase support for nationalist and extreme right

parties in 15 West European countries from 1988-2007. Colantone and Stanig (2018a) show that

support for the “Leave” option in the UK was stronger in areas hit hardest by trade. Dippel, Gold,

and Heblich (2016) demonstrate that German voters in areas most exposed to increases in trade

increased their support for extreme right parties the most. Barone and Kreuter (2020) show similar

patterns for Italy looking at 8,000 municipalities from 1992 to 2013. Malgouyres (2017) studied 3,500

French cantons from 1995 to 2012 and finds similar outcomes from increased trade.3 These costs and

the rising insecurity associated with globalization may create strong demands for assistance from

the state (Cusack, Iversen, & Rehm 2006; Margalit 2013; Rehm 2009; Walter 2010). When these

demands are not met, disappointed voters may become attracted to more extreme parties and their

protectionist and nationalist programs.

3 How Globalization Affects Vote Choice: Hypotheses

This paper advances the burgeoning literature on globalization and political change by examining a

longer time period than most papers (1990-2018), looking at all three major sources of globalization

pressures (trade, capital and labor flows), including a focus on the 2008 global financial crisis and

its effects, exploring the impact of technological change from several different angles, and finally

beginning an examination of the effects of social welfare policies on reducing growth of support for

the extreme right in the face of globalization. I set forth the logic of each element of this argument

and develop four major testable hypotheses below.

3Other research confirms the impact of globalization but finds more nuanced patterns; see Moriconi, Peri, and
Turati (2018) and Burgoon, van Noort, Rooduijn, and Underhill (2018), for example.
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3.1 Globalization and Political Change

For globalization to have political effects on vote choice, two processes have to occur. First, indi-

viduals must experience losses and/or increased insecurity due to globalization, either perceived or

actual. Second, to change their vote choice, this dissatisfaction from economic pressures must be

better addressed by a party other than their usual one. We can capture two parts of this process in

the data: globalization pressures on a region a person lives in and their vote choice later. In between

lies the process by which this occurs and it is much harder to analyze. Many recent studies, including

this one, use micro-level data matching geographic data on imports to political constituencies and

then link this to individual public opinion or local voting data. They are thus better able to pinpoint

the causal nature of the link between trade and political action.

As for the causal mechanism, the main sources identified in the literature have been cultural and

economic. The focus here is on the economic side and how growing globalization has had distributive

consequences within countries that have generated losses for parts of the population. Almost all the

negative effects of trade, FDI, and migration and recent technological change seem to have fallen on

similar types of individuals, mainly lower and middle skill ones, often in less urban areas. Economic

theories, like Heckscher-Ohlin trade models and even more recent new, new trade theories, have

long noted these distributive effects for relatively wealthy countries. The China (and generally

low wage countries’) import shock is associated with declines in wages especially for lower skilled

workers, reduced employment in the most affected sectors, and rising inequality within countries

overall. Individuals and those within regions experiencing such shocks are likely to develop a sense

of insecurity as these negative events occur. Automation usually targets jobs that are more easily

routinized and these often employ low skill workers (Grigoli, Koczan, & Topalova 2020). Inward

foreign direct investment can be a boon bringing jobs, but it can also result in buyouts of local firms

and reduced employment as the enterprise rationalizes and/or automates. The labor market effects

of migration are debated, but there is some evidence that they also affect mostly low wage sectors

and reduce employment and compensation.

These negative economic outcomes and the insecurity they can generate in regions experiencing

them produce political grievances. Often these grievances are not addressed by mainstream parties

and governments because they support globalization. In the past low skilled individuals faced with

economic dislocation would turn to left parties, like Social Democratic ones (Benedetto, Hix, &

Mastrorocco 2020), and extreme left ones who promised compensation for such economic shocks.

The puzzle now is why have voters who are hurt by globalization (or live in regions hurt by it) turned
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to the right, and not to the left. One reason is that extreme right parties responded more strongly

to the economic shocks by making their rhetoric more anti-globalization and anti-elite and they

combined this with strong support for traditional cultural values (Guiso et al. 2018). The extreme

right in European countries has led the way in condemning the EU, trade, and automation, but the

extreme left has also voiced opposition to these trends. But the combination of anti-globalization

rhetoric and support for traditional values seems to appeal more strongly to those ’left behind” by

globalization.

Recent papers, including one in this volume, trace out different psychological mechanisms that

these economic grievances produce, which then lead to changes in political behavior. Ballard-Rosa

et al. (2019) in this volume argue that economic grievances related to globalization and technological

change lead negatively affected individuals to adopt more authoritarian stances. These preferences

make them more interested in and susceptible to appeals from the extreme right, as these parties

often promote more authoritarian stances (Norris & Inglehart 2019). Other research points to

different causal pathways. Economic grievances can threaten individual’s social status and set in

motion greater support for parties that claim to elevate these groups’ statuses (Gidron & Hall 2017a).

Another line of research points to rising insecurity of individuals as they face rapid and large economic

shifts. Such rising insecurity may set off growing distrust of existing political institutions and elites,

making space for more support for extreme right parties and their anti-elite narratives (Algan et al.

2017). There are thus multiple psychological pathways that deep economic shocks can trigger that

lead to rising support for extreme right parties. This project doesn’t look at these psychological

mechanisms; it first tries to ascertain if globalization and technological change are connected to

political change. It seeks to show which specific elements of globalization and technological change

are most strongly associated with these political changes. I expect that support for the extreme

right should rise as voters’ economic situation deteriorates and they become disenchanted with the

traditional parties and more attracted by the extreme right.

Hypothesis 1 Regions and individuals in regions more affected by economic globalization will be

more likely to vote for extreme right parties and less likely to support traditional centrist ones.

This is the main hypothesis, but there are three more specific hypotheses subsumed in it. First,

international trade shocks, especially from Chinese imports and low wage country imports, should

be most associated with rising political support for the extreme right. Trade is the biggest and

most salient element of globalization for this 30 year period. Its distributive impact has been the

largest and clearest to identify. FDI may also bring shocks as domestic firms are bought out by
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foreign companies and retooled. But FDI may also create greenfield establishments and new jobs.

Its overall effects are much more mixed than trade. Labor flows, however, may be a big factor in

increasing insecurity and grievance. Rapid and large surges of migrants may destabilize regions and

foster anti-foreign sentiment that benefits the extreme right. While migration may not have clear

distributive effects, the visibility of migrants may trigger political reactions. Throughout most of this

period, migrants shocks have been limited in time and magnitude compared to trade ones, however.

3.2 The Global Financial Crisis and Political Change

The globalization shocks beginning in the late 1990s were later accompanied by the global financial

crisis beginning in 2008. It is important to explore the effects of this on voters and the rise of

the extreme right. One recent survey of the impact of economic shocks on political outcomes has

noted that the effects can be indeterminate (Margalit 2019, p. 15). However, Funke, Schularick, and

Trebesch (2016, p. 245) demonstrate that “financial crises put a strain on modern democracies. The

typical political reaction is as follows: votes for far-right parties increase strongly, government ma-

jorities shrink, the fractionalization of parliaments rises and the overall number of parties represented

in parliament jumps. These developments likely hinder crisis resolution and contribute to political

gridlock.” Guiso, Herrera, Morelli, and Sonno (2019) show that both the globalization shock and the

financial crisis boosted support for populist parties more in Eurozone than in non-Eurozone coun-

tries. It is important to note that the global financial crisis hit soon after the globalization shocks

accelerated. China entered the WTO after 2001 and the East European countries fully entered the

EU after 2004. I also explore whether the financial crisis beginning in 2008 exacerbated the political

effects of globalization. Were voters pushed to the right even more by globalization once the crisis

hit?

Hypothesis 2 Regions and individuals in regions more affected by economic globalization will be

even more likely to vote for extreme right parties and less likely to support traditional centrist ones

after the financial crisis hit.

3.3 Technological Innovation and Political Change

Another factor related to globalization is technological change. Boix (2019) argues that capital-

ism and democracy seemed compatible in the period from 1940-1990 because technological change

was complementary to labor. But in the current period technological change is substituting for

labor and creating the same tensions between capitalism and democracy as in the late 19th century.

Skill-biased technological change and rising inequality due to it are generating intense pressures
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on democracies. Such technological change is aided by globalization but can also occur without

these flows.4 Economists estimate that around 30% of technological change comes from interna-

tional sources (Keller 2002). Moreover, the recent China import surge has been shown to induce

technological change at a high rate (Bloom, Draca, & Van Reenen 2016).

The loss of jobs and downward wage pressures caused by automation may intensify the distribu-

tive consequences of globalization. Anelli, Colantone, and Stanig (2019) show that higher exposure

to robot adoption in Western Europe increases support for extreme right parties, both at the regional

and at the individual level.5 In addition to the introduction of robots into the production process,

economists have identified certain jobs as being more susceptible to automation than others. Routine

task intensity (RTI) is one measure of this; the more routine a task, the easier it is to program a

robot to do this job.

Routine occupations are mostly middle-skill and middle-wage jobs in both blue-collar (i.e, man-

ufacturing) and white-collar (i.e., administrative) sectors (Autor, Levy, & Murnane 2003). Routine

workers are a large and electorally relevant group who traditionally participate in politics. I look

also at the role of robots and RTI in industrial production in inducing right-wing support.

Hypothesis 3 Regions and individuals in regions more affected by technological change that might

take their jobs (i.e., automation or outsourcing) are more likely to vote for the extreme right and

less likely to vote for traditional centrist parties.

3.4 Social Welfare and Political Change in a Globalized World

For a long time, scholars assumed that voters faced by the vicissitudes of openness to the global

economy would demand compensation in exchange for such openness, the so called “embedded liber-

alism” bargain (Ruggie 1982). Government compensation is defined as public programs that transfer

resources to those facing income shocks or economic vulnerability. Compensation via redistribution

was the program of the left and seemed to attract working class voters and damp preferences for

extremism (see Burgoon 2009; Garrett 1998). A key puzzle now is why working class voters when

they are hurt by globalization and/or technological change choose right-wing parties instead of their

more “natural” attachments to the left, who tend to support social welfare programs more (Evans

2000).

4Economics literature points to a strong relationship between trade, FDI and technology adoption, (Keller 2002,
2004; Maskus 2014; Saggi, Maskus, & Hoekman 2004)

5Some (Kurer & Gallego 2019) and Gallego, Kurer, and Schöll (2019) argue that new technology, however, can
create winners who benefit from its introduction and become political forces in its favor.
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Some scholars increasingly question whether such compensation is still appealing and effective.

Gidron and Hall (2017a) maintain that people whose social status has fallen and who feel left behind

by globalization because they are its unacknowledged “losers” prefer recognition over redistribution.

Gingrich (2019) also casts doubt on the ability of welfare programs to compensate voters these days.

H. V. Milner (2018) shows that welfare compensation no longer seems to condition the effects of

globalization. In this volume, however, Kim and Pelc (forthcoming) show that trade adjustment

assistance in the US can help create support for traditional parties and especially parties of the

left. The questions now are whether compensation at a level necessary to support the losers from

globalization is possible, and whether it still appeals to voters.

Hypothesis 4 Individuals who benefit more from social welfare policies will be less likely to vote

for extreme right parties even when they are more exposed to globalization.

I test these four hypotheses about globalization, its interaction with the financial crisis, techno-

logical change, and social welfare spending in the sections below.

4 Regional Level Empirical Analysis

4.1 Measuring Globalization: the Independent Variables

Globalization in terms of trade, capital and labor flows has grown greatly in the past 50 years.

Figure 1 depicts these trends at the national level, showing that trade flows, FDI inflows, and

international migration accelerate in the 1990s. However, after the 2008 great recession, both growth

in trade flows and FDI inflows drop considerably. Trade is by far the biggest source of globalization

flows. Figure 1 depicts the rise in trade openness at the national-level, measured as the share of

exports and imports in real GDP at current PPP and drawn from the World Bank (2020), from an

average of 50% in 1970 to 99% in 2018. The biggest component of this change has been Chinese

trade. In 1980 China accounted for under 1% of the imports coming into the US and EU, whereas by

2007 it accounted for around 12% (Van Reenen 2011). For the 15 countries in my sample, imports

from China accounted for 0.2% of total imports in 1980, 6.5% in 2007, and around 8% in 2017. These

measures show what has happened at the national level. Numerous studies use the China import

shock associated with its export surge after China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 as a measure of

the trade shock that the advanced industrial countries experienced in the 2000s (Autor et al. 2020,

2013). But more interesting is the regional one, where the differences have been large.
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Figure 1: Economic and Social Globalization Measures. Trade flows as a share of GDP, FDI inflows
as a share of GDP, and immigrants as a percentage of the total population for 15 European countries.

I explore as many sources of globalization pressure as possible. Beside the three flows that

globalization refers to most often, that is, trade, foreign investment, and migration, I also focus

on technological changes that might be associated with globalization: automation in the form of

robots, routine task intensity of jobs (RTI), and the potential for offshoring of jobs. For the first

two, I develop a measure at the regional level because these vary greatly within countries. For

offshoring I have individual level data. I create a measure of the shock from change in these factors

over a three year period, prior to the next election.

Following the existing literature, I mapped labor and demographic measures to election results

and public opinion surveys at 2016 NUTS-1/2 level for all countries, adjusting for regional consistency

over time. I constructed regional labor exposure measures to manufacturing imports from China

and from low wage countries, inward foreign direct investment, migrants, robots, and RTI. My

calculations weight three-year changes in imports, FDI, migrant stock, and the operational stock of

robots by regional and national labor shares in 1992. In addition, I adapt Das and Hilgenstock (2018)

in constructing a weighted routine task intensity index at the regional level by leveraging Eurostat’s

Labor Force Survey. Finally, I followed Anelli et al. (2019) in creating an automation exposure
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measure by using the operational stock of robots in manufacturing from data by the International

Federation of Robotics. Full variable definitions and calculations are described in Appendix A.

I follow Autor et al. (2013), Colantone and Stanig (2018b), and others in defining the globalization

shocks as:

Globalization Shock crt =
∑
j

Lrj(1992)

Lr(1992)
× ∆Mcjt

Lcj(1992)

where
Lrj(1992)

Lr(1992)
is the share of total workers of region r in country c employed in industry j.

∆Mcjt is the change in imports, foreign direct inflows, or the operational stock of robots in industry

j (manufacturing) in country c between year t and t − 3, normalized by the number of workers

in manufacturing in that country in 1992. I use a three-year difference to match the average time

between elections (3.8 years). Similarly, I calculated the immigration globalization shock as the

change in resident foreign nationals by NUTS 1/2 region normalized by the total regional population

in 1992.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of import competition from China and low-wage countries. An

important point is that only around 2000 do these trade shocks begin to appear. They slow or

decline after the 2008 financial crisis. The high point of the trade shock then was the beginning of

the financial crisis.

Obtaining historical time-series data at the regional level is difficult and approximately 24%

of all variables (including auxiliary variables) have missing data. To mitigate concerns over how

missingness can bias the estimates if observations are not missing completely at random, I use

multiple imputation to create 30 datasets, which is roughly equal to the average missingness rate of

all variables in the imputation model, detailed further in Appendix B.

These regional measures are the main independent variables. Interestingly, the different measures

of globalization are not highly correlated with one another at the regional level as shown in Appendix

A4. While the two different trade measures are correlated as expected, the relationships between

trade, capital flows, and migration are not strong. I use all three forms of globalization in the data

analysis, in part to show which seems to have the strongest effects.

The regional measures have large standard deviations, especially within countries, suggesting very

different experiences for local districts within countries. Different regions are experiencing different

levels and types of globalization shocks. On the extreme end, Limburg in the Netherlands has been

one of the regions hardest hit by the China shock, but much less by immigration. It is also the home
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to Geert Wilders, the leader of the extreme right Dutch Party for Freedom (PVV). Limburg is a

stronghold for Wilders’ populist party, which is anti-immigrant, anti-EU, and anti-establishment. In

2017, the PVV polled about 16 per cent of the vote nationally, but for Limburg it was 28 percent,

the highest of any Dutch region (Robinson 2017). In contrast, the China Shock in Groningen in

the northeast Netherlands was about 1/3 lower than Limburg and saw a much smaller increase in

support for the PVV and other far right parties.

A number of research papers note that regional measures of economic trends are more useful

to understand the politics and economics of globalization. Trade exerts a stronger effect on re-

gional, rather than national, labor markets because of the spatially concentrated nature of industrial

activities, the inflexible nature of wages in the manufacturing sector, and the lower levels of inter-

regional migration (e.g., Rusticelli, Haugh, Arquie, & Demmou 2018). Hence, regions that suffer a

decline in their manufacturing employment rate greater than the national average also experience

a larger decline in their total employment because inter-industry regional reallocation is slow and

costly. In other words, globalization shocks are more pronounced and more persistent in regions

than nationally, hence the initial focus on regions.
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4.2 Instrumenting for the Import Shocks: US Import Data

A concern might be that import shocks and globalization itself are endogenous to policy choices by

different governments, which depend on prior vote shares. To deal with this, I follow Autor et al.

(2013) and Colantone and Stanig (2018b) in using an instrumental variable composed of US imports

for the import trade shock in the EU countries. To separate out the potential causal effect of these

import shocks, I control for endogeneity arising from factors such as demand shocks or domestic

political elements that are correlated with such changes in imports. The instrument estimates

changes in import shocks arising from exogenous factors, such as supply conditions in China and

Low-Wage countries. The instrument is defined as:

Instrument for Shock crtp =
∑
j

Lrj(1992)

Lr(1992)
×

∆MUSjtp

Lcj(1992)

where
Lrj(1992)

Lr(1992)
is the share of total workers of region r in country c employed in industry j (man-

ufacturing). ∆MUSjtp is the change in imports in manufacturing (j ) between the United States

and trading partner p (China or Low-Wage countries) between year t and t− 3, normalized by the

number of workers in manufacturing in country c in 1992. The validity of the instruments is shown

in my results discussion and Appendix C.

Given this, my regression estimates are determined using the following equation for my Ordinary

Least Squares (OLS) models:

Vote Share rtf = αrt + β1Imports Shockcrp,t−1 + β2Post.Crisis+ β3Γr,t−1 + ε

where αrt are country-year (effectively election-year) fixed effects, Γr,t−1 is a vector of the Global-

ization Shock variables (lagged one year), and ε is an error term. Implementing the instrumental

variable, I then fit the models to the following Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) reduced form equa-

tion:

Imports Shock crp,t−1 = αrt + γ1Instrument for Shockcrp,t−1 + γ2Post.Crisis+ γ3Γr,t−1 + η

14



4.3 Party Electoral Support by Region: the Dependent Variable

Our main dependent variable is party support by region for 15 advanced industrial democracies

from 1990 to 2018. To understand how the party systems were affected by globalization, I coded

parties as one of four types: extreme right, center right, center left, and extreme left. Scholars

have used various classification schemes to group party by policy preferences either through scoring

parties along a left-right dimension (Benoit & Laver 2007; Castles & Mair 1984; Huber & Inglehart

1995), broad classification groups (e.g., Christian-Democratic, Socialist) (Hix 2003), or various policy

dimensions scored by either area experts (Hooghe & Marks 2018; Kriesi et al. 2006; Marks, Attewall,

Rovny, & Hooghe 2017) or found in political party manifestos (Benoit & Laver 2007). In the

populism-specific literature, researchers have devised a further set of classifications but many only

investigate one particular party family (e.g., extreme right parties) or a brief time-period. Classifying

extreme parties is further complicated since many extreme parties fail to meet minimum thresholds

for inclusion in party manifesto collections and expert surveys.

To gain broader coverage of mainstream and extreme parties since the 1970s, I looked at existing

classifications of parties in 35 seminal and recent works on mainstream or extreme parties in inter-

national and comparative political economy as summarized in Table A6. Among these 35 studies,

17 of them created original classifications of mainstream and extreme parties based on a party’s

nationalist or cosmopolitan stances, liberal-authoritarian dimensions, economic conservatism, and

left-right positioning, shown in Table A6. My goal was to create a comprehensive view of extreme

parties over time that did not rely on a single pre-existing study or dataset. I classified parties as

1) right populist, 2) center or mainstream right, 3) center or mainstream left, and 4) left populist

if any of these existing studies referenced the party as such. Since many extreme parties capture a

very small fraction of the vote, especially during the 1980s and 1990s, I did not want to artificially

exclude them from the analysis. This would be problematic if I relied solely upon the Comparative

Manifesto Project or Chapel-Hill Expert Survey where many extreme parties failed to meet minimum

thresholds for inclusion.

First, I look at aggregate vote shares by party family at the regional level. I matched individual

electoral constituencies from the Constituency-Level Elections Archive (CLEA) to a consistent set

of regions using 2016 NUTS divisions (Appendix A5 for further description). I then aggregated vote

share by party family up to the regional level.

Figure 3 depicts how the national average of this measure for extreme right-wing parties has

changed over time. Votes for the extreme right and left have risen, while those for the mainstream
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Figure 3: Vote Share by Party Family (four-year averages). The simple mean of vote share by party
family from 1970-2019 across 15 European countries. Classification of parties is described in Section 4.3 and
voting data was drawn from the ParlGov database (Döring & Manow 2016). 4-year averages were constructed
to smooth the overall distribution.

right and left have fallen, especially for the left. But within regions such party support has varied a

lot.

4.4 Regional Level Methods

In the first set of analyses, I investigate the relationship between globalization and party electoral

outcomes in Europe from 1990-2018. I calculate regional exposure to Chinese imports in line with

Autor et al. (2013) and Colantone and Stanig (2018b) as in section 4, albeit with a coarser measure

of employment using total industrial employment rather than manufacturing employment at the

subsector level. In addition to trade, I directly compare regional exposure to imports with exposure

to two other globalization flows: FDI inflows and migration. I also look at the impact of technological

change via measures of robots introduced or routine task intensity industries. And I add a variable

for the global financial crisis since its effect in Europe was strong and extended. While other studies

have investigated some of these measures in isolation (e.g., Anelli et al. 2019), none seems to directly

compare globalization shocks with one another, nor examine technological pressures, nor look at the

interaction with the financial crisis. In addition to the extreme right, I also look at how globalization

has affected support for center left and right parties as well as more extreme left parties.
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To examine the structural pressures of globalization on electoral outcomes, I specify linear models

with election (i.e., country-year) fixed effects and robust standard errors clustered at the regional level

to account for any non-interdependence within regions. I look at voting behavior at the regional

rather than constituency level, because the globalization shocks are measured regionally which is

larger than individual constituencies. I also use a three-year difference in real imports to directly

proxy globalization’s pressures between elections (the average time between elections is 3.8 years).

The dependent variable is vote share by party family (populist right, populist left, center left, and

center right) at the regional level of the total votes for each country election-year.

Making inferences about individual behavior from such aggregated data runs into the problem of

ecological inference. The regional data is the lowest level I can obtain for the globalization variables,

however. I supplement this regional level analysis with individual level below. But again it is

constrained by the fact that the globalization variables are all measured at the regional level. To

the extent the two sets of analyses produce similar results, we should have more confidence in the

findings.

4.5 Regional Level Results

How does globalization impact voting behavior? In tables 1 and 2, I investigate Hypothesis 1 that

regions more affected by economic globalization will be more likely to vote for extreme right parties

and less likely to support traditional centrist ones. The top panel of table 1 finds a strong correlation

between populist right voting and import competition from China. The magnitude of trade’s effects

is also sizable; a one standard deviation increase in import exposure (approximately 245 Euros per

worker) approximates a 1.11% increase in populist right voting. Trade’s impact on voting for other

party types is less straightforward, however. I find similar results for the Low-wage country import

shock variable as shown in Appendix E. The other globalization measures focusing on FDI and

migration seem to have little association; rather, it is trade that matters most.

I next probe the effects of the financial crisis. I find the crisis had a large effect on voting

behavior, with post-crisis elections associated with increased votes for both right and left populist

parties and lower vote shares for traditional centrist parties. While the effects are sizable, I also

investigate whether trade moderates these effects and include an interaction term between the trade

and post-crisis elections in models 5-8. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, I find a significant negative

interaction for centrist left parties. For ease of interpretation, figure 4 examines the marginal effect

of the financial crisis as regional exposure to trade varies. Right populist parties saw sizable gains

in vote shares following the post-crisis period and in regions where their exposure to imports from
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China rose, but the interaction between them is insignificant. For left populist parties, the China

trade shock has a moderating effect on the increase in vote shares seen following the financial crisis.

For mainstream left parties, the aftermath of the financial crisis magnifies the negative effect of the

trade shock, eroding their electoral support significantly. In particular, high import-competition

in the wake of the crisis exacerbates the decline of support for center left parties by double-digit

percentage points, as shown in figure 4.

Turning to Hypothesis 3, I find a positive relationship between robot exposure and extreme

right party voting (a one standard deviation increase is associated a 0.7 percentage point increase

in vote share). The pressures of automation as proxied by the routine task intensity index also are

a strong predictor of voting for populist right parties (also about a 0.85 percentage point increase

in vote share). Conversely, a one standard deviation increase in the routine task intensity index is

associated with a nearly 1 percentage point decrease in support for left populist parties. Technological

change also seems to have strong connection to the growth of extreme right support over time.

As discussed in 4.2, I implement a 2SLS analysis to account for endogeneity in the import shock

variable. Table 1 reflects positive coefficients with greater magnitude and statistical significance than

the OLS analysis for all models with reference to right populist voting. This suggests that unobserved

determinants may be correlated with variations in manufacturing imports from China but may have

a dampening effect on voting decisions for right populist parties. To ensure that the instrument is

not weak and correctly specified, I subjected it to multiple robustness checks, detailed in Appendix

C. The 2SLS results estimate that a one standard deviation increase in the China Shock variable

leads to a 2.18 percentage point increase in right populist voting. This result is largely consistent

across models, even controlling for other globalization and technology-related factors. This result

provides more evidence that trade pressures have played a substantial role in increasing support for

the extreme right, as Hypothesis 1 implies.
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Table 1: Regional Voting (1990-2018)
(Populist Parties)

Right Populist b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se

China Shock 2.451** 4.803*** 2.269** 4.303*** 2.225* 4.264** 2.041 3.767**
(1.014) (1.543) (0.961) (1.545) (1.279) (1.905) (1.236) (1.893)

FDI Shock -0.118 -0.334 -0.229 -0.407 -0.180 -0.487 -0.290 -0.559
(1.811) (1.754) (1.781) (1.734) (1.828) (1.794) (1.803) (1.775)

Immigration Shock -19.300 -20.519 -19.494 -21.047
(14.592) (14.072) (14.602) (14.050)

Post-Crisis 20.692*** 21.358*** 22.849*** 23.276*** 20.600*** 21.136*** 22.750*** 23.037***
(2.614) (2.608) (2.727) (2.656) (2.624) (2.634) (2.730) (2.688)

Post-Crisis × China Shock 0.763 1.991 0.769 1.989
(1.566) (2.912) (1.544) (2.793)

Robot Shock 3.577** 2.796 2.110 1.559 3.552** 2.717 2.091 1.497
(1.709) (1.802) (1.589) (1.644) (1.700) (1.798) (1.586) (1.643)

RTI Region 7.072** 6.585** 7.050** 6.517**
(2.870) (2.790) (2.865) (2.789)

Constant -0.437 -0.730 -0.356 -0.645
(1.173) (1.161) (1.180) (1.172)

N 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150
Estimator OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS

First Stage Results

US-China Instrument 0.022*** 0.022*** 0.021*** 0.021***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Post-Crisis × US China Inst. 0.006* 0.006*
(0.004) (0.004)

Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F-statistic 139.84 138.00 54.07 54.22
Anderson-Rubin Confidence Interval [2.76, 7.68] [2.39, 7.57]

Left Populist b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se

China Shock -0.084 -0.695 0.239 -0.211 0.403 -0.182 0.668 0.298
(0.641) (1.760) (0.621) (1.750) (0.786) (1.864) (0.774) (1.826)

FDI Shock -0.824 -0.769 -0.704 -0.665 -0.703 -0.623 -0.599 -0.522
(2.120) (2.073) (2.126) (2.081) (2.115) (2.050) (2.126) (2.063)

Immigration Shock -7.943 -7.688 -7.585 -7.199
(10.519) (10.194) (10.518) (10.174)

Post-Crisis 10.291*** 10.124*** 7.933*** 7.843*** 10.482*** 10.335*** 8.111*** 8.068***
(1.910) (1.844) (2.159) (2.048) (1.910) (1.840) (2.154) (2.041)

Post-Crisis × China Shock -1.595 -1.861 -1.408 -1.852
(0.980) (1.663) (0.963) (1.583)

Robot Shock -1.564 -1.354 0.256 0.386 -1.515 -1.276 0.292 0.449
(1.890) (1.855) (1.931) (1.879) (1.882) (1.845) (1.924) (1.872)

RTI Region -7.927** -7.825** -7.896** -7.764**
(3.515) (3.417) (3.516) (3.416)

Constant 1.842* 2.427** 1.672 2.271*
(1.071) (1.162) (1.079) (1.172)

N 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150
Estimator OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS

First Stage Results

US-China Instrument 0.022*** 0.022*** 0.021*** 0.021***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Post-Crisis × US China Inst. 0.006* 0.006*
(0.004) (0.004)

Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F-statistic 139.84 138.00 54.07 54.22
Anderson-Rubin Confidence Interval [-4.21, 2.82] [-3.64, 3.58]

Notes: * p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01. OLS and 2SLS estimates with country-year (i.e., election) fixed effects and
robust standard errors clustered over 164 European regions (NUTS-1/2) in parentheses. The dependent variable is
vote share for each party family as a percentage of the total regional vote.
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Table 2: Regional Voting (1990-2018)
(Centrist Parties)

Center Left b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se

China Shock -1.243 0.144 -1.140 0.434 0.851 1.941 0.948 2.222
(1.787) (3.289) (1.774) (3.371) (2.006) (3.610) (2.005) (3.673)

FDI Shock 1.050 0.925 1.094 0.959 1.577 1.445 1.618 1.474
(2.982) (2.886) (2.996) (2.896) (2.998) (2.892) (3.017) (2.909)

Immigration Shock 8.299 7.393 10.003 9.125
(29.315) (28.038) (28.950) (27.645)

Post-Crisis -8.684* -8.312* -9.738** -9.434** -7.861* -7.585* -8.863** -8.646**
(4.426) (4.295) (4.495) (4.276) (4.428) (4.334) (4.483) (4.293)

Post-Crisis × China Shock -6.851** -6.520* -6.869** -6.518*
(2.895) (3.638) (2.902) (3.625)

Robot Shock -3.558 -4.032 -2.839 -3.275 -3.344 -3.769 -2.675 -3.074
(3.824) (3.700) (3.946) (3.752) (3.745) (3.600) (3.870) (3.666)

RTI Region -3.491 -3.890 -3.306 -3.661
(6.166) (6.096) (6.150) (6.069)

Constant 35.440*** 35.587*** 34.711*** 34.832***
(4.402) (4.389) (4.384) (4.370)

N 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150
Estimator OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS

First Stage Results

US-China Instrument 0.022*** 0.022*** 0.021*** 0.021***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Post-Crisis × US China Inst. 0.006* 0.006*
(0.004) (0.004)

Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F-statistic 139.84 138.00 54.07 54.22
Anderson-Rubin Confidence Interval [-5.60, 6.77] [-4.99, 8.06]

Center Right b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se

China Shock -1.161 1.791 -1.196 1.832 -0.508 2.553 -0.532 2.590
(1.945) (3.749) (1.954) (3.828) (2.160) (4.229) (2.172) (4.320)

FDI Shock -1.369 -1.662 -1.347 -1.632 -1.198 -1.443 -1.172 -1.415
(3.269) (3.211) (3.283) (3.217) (3.328) (3.227) (3.344) (3.235)

Immigration Shock 5.458 3.564 5.991 4.297
(21.430) (20.830) (21.529) (20.916)

Post-Crisis -16.787*** -15.936*** -16.782*** -16.144*** -16.530*** -15.623*** -16.504*** -15.808***
(4.479) (4.315) (4.853) (4.597) (4.473) (4.347) (4.829) (4.590)

Post-Crisis × China Shock -2.173 -2.794 -2.223 -2.794
(3.459) (4.777) (3.470) (4.780)

Robot Shock -5.583 -6.563 -5.629 -6.447 -5.507 -6.447 -5.567 -6.356
(4.761) (4.598) (4.728) (4.502) (4.710) (4.503) (4.681) (4.425)

RTI Region 0.111 -0.652 0.167 -0.564
(7.487) (7.301) (7.472) (7.270)

Constant 39.759*** 39.724*** 39.532*** 39.484***
(4.123) (4.133) (4.089) (4.097)

N 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150
Estimator OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS

First Stage Results

US-China Instrument 0.022*** 0.022*** 0.021*** 0.021***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Post-Crisis × US China Inst. 0.006* 0.006*
(0.004) (0.004)

Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F-statistic 139.84 138.00 54.07 54.22
Anderson-Rubin Confidence Interval [-4.53, 9.06] [-4.91, 9.75]

Notes: * p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.
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Figure 4: Marginal Effects: Vote Shares
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5 Individual Level Empirical Analysis

5.1 Individual Level Methods

The analysis above focuses on regions and how globalization has affected overall changes in party

support during this thirty year period. To understand the interaction between globalization and

individual voting behavior, I leverage the European Social Survey for the same 15 countries and

focus on individual-level data. This multinational survey is administered approximately every two

years starting in 2002. Based on ESS vote choice question responses, I created separate indicators

for each party family by individual vote choice, detailed in Appendix F.

I placed individuals in their respective NUTS-1/2 regions using regional identifiers within the

ESS and matched respondents to the globalization measures by merging on election year. I use the

same globalization measures from the regional level models above with the aforementioned multiple

imputed datasets. The dependent variable is a quinary categorically distributed set of outcomes

(i.e., vote choice for a party family). I estimate multinomial logistic models across the five party

families (including Other parties) with robust standard errors clustered by region and country-year

(i.e., election) fixed effects. I include a battery of individual-level controls that are known to affect

partisanship, including gender, age, union membership, education, religiosity, and urban/rural loca-

tion. To understand the effects of automation and global production on vote choice in Hypothesis 3, I

create measures of an individual’s “routine task intensity” (RTI) and “offshoring” based on ISCO-88

occupation classifications to match the individual’s job classification. I include a measure of whether

the individual relies on unemployment benefits as their main source of income. And I interact this

with the import shock variable as a test of Hypothesis 4.

5.2 Individual Level Results

Table 3 presents multinomial logistic estimates of globalization’s effects on individual vote choice.

The findings suggest that individuals in regions hardest hit by imports are more likely to vote for a

populist right party. The results are robust across reference categories and to using OLS as shown

in Appendix F. This finding supports Hypothesis 1, with effect sizes similar to those found in the

regional models. Given a one standard deviation increase in the China Shock variable, the relative

risk of voting for a right populist party would be around 28% more likely than voting for an “Other”

classified party. These results hold for the low-wage import shock as well, as shown in Appendix H.

Similar to the region-level estimates, individual workers at risk of automation as measured by

their RTI are more likely to support right populist parties, which is consistent with Hypothesis 3.
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However, the introduction of robots has more complicated effects on individuals in that region. It

seems to reduce support for the extreme left. On the other hand, offshoring does not have the

expected effects. It decreases support for the extreme right and weakly increases it for mainstream

left parties. These results may be due to the differential impacts that automation and offshoring

are having on parts of the electorate. The negative coefficient on offshoring for populist right voting

is puzzling, but Rommel and Walter (2018) find a differential effect between skill and offshoring:

higher skilled workers at risk of offshoring prefer center-right parties while lower-skill workers at risk

prefer left parties. Offshoring and automation seem to be different processes. Some data suggest that

offshoring is affecting higher skill jobs more and automation (measured through RTI) is affecting the

middle of the skill spectrum most.

The financial crisis encourages voting for the right and extreme left, but reduces support for the

center left. The interaction with trade shocks is not significant for any party apart from populist

left, as in Appendix G, providing no support for Hypothesis 2. The crisis has a less consistent

role at the individual level. The other individual-level covariates align with expectations: males

and respondents with a lower education level prefer populist right parties, while urban residents and

union members support left parties, and those relying on unemployment benefits favor more extreme

left parties.

Does social welfare in the form of unemployment benefits moderate support for the extreme

right? While individuals receiving unemployment benefits appear to have a strong preference for

left populist parties and less support for traditional parties, there is evidence that those receiving

unemployment benefits tend to gravitate toward the extreme right as import-competition increases

(see column 4 in Table 3 and figure 5). While extreme right parties have historically been viewed

as anti-welfare, recent research demonstrates that there has been a shift among the populist right

toward more generous welfare policies, albeit only for core supporters (Afonso & Rennwald 2018).

Receiving unemployment benefits, however, means that the individual has been adversely affected

in the job market and hence may be one of the “losers” from globalization, which may also explain

their antipathy to the mainstream right and left parties. In any case, there is little evidence that

social welfare spending of this type moderates the political effects of trade exposure, providing no

support for Hypothesis 4.
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Table 3: ESS Individual Data: Unemployment Benefits, 2002-2016

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Pop Left Main Left Main Right Pop Right

b/se b/se b/se b/se

Globalization Variables
China Shock -0.055 -0.034 -0.031 0.512**

(0.204) (0.160) (0.185) (0.248)
FDI Shock 0.134 0.042 -0.037 0.151

(0.741) (0.361) (0.212) (0.573)
Immigration Shock 1.006 1.119 4.794 -0.951

(3.483) (2.924) (4.005) (6.139)
Unemp. Ben. 0.420*** -0.136 -0.363*** 0.003

(0.117) (0.085) (0.080) (0.159)
Unemp. Ben × China Shock 0.120 0.151 0.062 0.551***

(0.193) (0.123) (0.088) (0.201)
Post-Crisis 3.171*** -0.409* 0.546** 3.556***

(0.805) (0.209) (0.266) (1.034)
Robots Shock -2.305*** -0.536 -0.496 -0.682

(0.668) (0.355) (0.434) (0.513)
Individual Variables
RTI -0.002 0.007 0.007 0.087***

(0.018) (0.015) (0.014) (0.025)
Offshore -0.010 0.039* 0.019 -0.081***

(0.028) (0.020) (0.017) (0.028)
Male 0.034 0.070*** 0.292*** 0.478***

(0.044) (0.025) (0.033) (0.041)
Age 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.001

(0.007) (0.004) (0.004) (0.009)
Age2 -0.000 0.000 0.000** -0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Education -0.008 -0.036*** -0.004 -0.095***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.010)
Urban 0.172** 0.214*** -0.106*** -0.017

(0.073) (0.037) (0.030) (0.069)
Union 0.705*** 0.297*** -0.273*** 0.003

(0.052) (0.033) (0.028) (0.054)
Religiosity -0.157*** -0.026*** 0.079*** -0.025**

(0.016) (0.007) (0.007) (0.012)
Constant -3.150*** 0.557*** -0.757*** -3.085***

(0.743) (0.195) (0.191) (1.018)

N 141505 141505 141505 141505

Notes: Multinomial logistic regression estimates with country-year fixed effects and robust stan-
dard errors clustered by region in parentheses for elections from 2002-2016. The dependent vari-
ables are individual vote choice by party family spanning from populist left → populist right
(reference category=Other). The globalization variables are lagged one year prior to the election.
* p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.
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Figure 5: Marginal Effects of Unemployment Benefits on Vote Choice: Voting for the extreme right becomes
more likely as imports rise in their region when the person receives unemployment benefits. Results from
column 1 in OLS models in Appendix A14.

6 Discussion

As other studies, this paper shows that globalization, in the form of trade mainly, has had strong

effects on party systems in Western Europe. Import shocks, especially from China and low wage

countries in general, have been linked to increases in support for extreme right parties. Technological

change also matters. Regions more affected by automation or voters in jobs susceptible to it are

associated with more support for the extreme right. Social welfare spending, at least in the form of

unemployment benefits, is not associated with reduced support for the extreme right when regions

face strong low-wage import shocks. Trade and technological change, which may be related to it,

are the primary globalization influences on changing party outcomes in Western Europe.

These results are robust to various modifications as outlined in the appendix. First, it is possible

that the relationships between the dependent variables may make the error terms correlated across

each of the individual models thus biasing the results. Through a series of seemingly unrelated

regressions (SUR) as shown in Appendix D, I demonstrate that any possible correlation across

models does not change the main findings. For the individual data, the results are not sensitive to

estimating the models as either individual logits or OLS. In addition, I show in Appendix E that the

findings are not driven exclusively by Chinese imports but imports from “low-wage” countries more

generally. In many cases, the correlation between vote share and imports are even more pronounced

when I estimate the trade shock from 50 of the lowest wage countries (excluding China), rather than
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only China. Third, the trade shock results are not sensitive to variable and observation inclusion such

as dropping all 15 countries individually. Appendix J presents models similar to those in Tables 1- 2

using the unimputed data. They show similar results but are limited to only about half the number

of observations as in the imputed results. Moreover, they are unstable for some variables as the

sample changes with the listwise deletion of cases as new variables are added.

The analysis attempts to show causal effects. I use the regional level to dig deeper into the

impact of trade and other globalization flows as they tend to affect regions differentially and pooling

nationally obscures this. The use of country-year (i.e., election) fixed effects also helps identify the

impact since the variation detected is that across regions in the same country in the same election.

The use of an instrumental variable also reduces endogeneity concerns. The individual data is even

more precise in that it holds constant individual-level characteristics that are known to affect vote

choice. It also uses country-year fixed effects to pin down variation among individuals in a region

within a country in a year. Clustering the standard errors on the region implies a more conservative

estimate. The goal is to rule out as many potential confounders as possible. The exact causal

mechanism is not identified. But job insecurity, lack of wage growth, and rising inequality are

all main suspects that are associated with the explosion of trade flows from low wage countries.

These economic concerns often spark more psychological factors, such as increased tolerance of

authoritarianism and distrust for existing institutions, that make the programs of extreme right

parties more appealing to affected voters. My analysis suggests that trade and technological change

are of central importance in initiating this causal process.

7 Conclusion

Globalization appears to be associated with the decline of traditional parties and the rise of extreme

right ones. I show that at the regional level trade shocks from China and low-wage countries have

a strong positive relationship to support for extreme right parties. FDI inflows and immigration

flows show no consistent effects on any party. This result seems surprising given all the concerns

over migration in Europe lately. At the individual level, I find similar results. The financial crisis

exacerbated these trends. The trade shock after the crisis hit dampened support for left parties,

mainstream or populist. In addition, people in regions with jobs very susceptible to automation

(those subject to the robot shock or with high RTI) are more likely to vote extreme right. The role

of social compensation is also more complicated than ”embedded liberalism” may suggest. It did

not reduce support for the extreme right when those individuals were exposed to the trade shocks.
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In sum, among the globalization factors, trade seems to have the most consistent and important

effects on support for parties. Years ago Rogowski (1989) pointed out how opening up to trade could

over the long term have dramatic effects on domestic politics within countries. Trade would create

new winners and losers domestically, and the cleavage between these groups would shape politics

within countries. In line with this, some analysts today posit that globalization is creating a new

cleavage that will reorganize party systems in established democracies. Rogowski seemed to predict

the ultimate political victory of the economic winners from trade as they grew stronger. But what

we see today is the growing influence of the economic losers from trade who are forming opposition

to globalization in all its forms via support for extreme right populist parties. Should the rise of

populist parties cause worry? Perhaps they are just representing the preferences of intense minorities

and hence are helping democracy. But as Levitsky and Ziblatt (2018, p. 22) warn, “What kinds of

candidates tend to test positive on a litmus test for authoritarianism? Very often, populist outsiders

do. ... When populists win elections, they often assault democratic institutions.” In this view,

extreme right populist parties are a cause for concern for democracy.

Finally, technological change, as evidenced through robots and RTI, is also important. Global-

ization propels technological change. And both processes seem to independently bolster support for

extreme right parties and undermine support for mainstream ones. The rise of these parties also

seems to have pulled the entire political spectrum in a more conservative and protectionist direction.

Globalization has already slowed down and now the question is whether governments will adopt

policies to slow or reverse it and whether they will also target technological change. The political

contest for the future of globalization is under way, and which groups will dominate is unclear today.
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